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summary. 

The tests herein reported were oonducted by the National 

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics to determine the effect of 

the nngtrlar position of the section of a ring cowling on the 

speed of an airplane having a radial air-cooled engine. 

An XF7C-1 airplane equipped with a special polygonal 

ring cowling, the angle of the section of which was adjustable 

on the ground through c rage of 26 dogrees, was tested with 

the cowling on etch of 3 fuselage nose shapes. It was found 

that the high speed of the airplane could be increased as much 

as 12.4 m.p.h. urpon the angalcr position of the ring cowling 

and the shape of the fuselage. 

Intrcduction. 

The now widespread use of radial air-cooled engine coml- 

ing hr,s brought forth my modificctions of the original 

N.A.C*A. type. In fact, the cBmling which was intended to 

form Q smooth stremline shape of the average fuselage with 
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its projectrng engine cylinders has, in some G~SCS, been re- 

duced to n small continuous ring above the cylinder heads. A 

cowling of the latter form, commonly known QS the Townend Ring, 

has been developed elsewhere (Reference 1). Previous to the 

development of this ring covling Townend found t&t by the use 

of -11 airfoils in the neighborhood of obstructions on a body, 

the airy&w by the obstruction could be controlled and its 

relative direction governed. The interference effects so 

produced reduced the drag of the combination. A ring cowling 

of cirfoil section placed above the cylinder heads of Q radial 

air-cooled engine resulted. 

It is readily seen t&t the section of the cowling should 

be plcced nt some angle to the relative airflow, which in turn 

depends upon the shape of the fuseMge near the cowling. In 

order to determine the angular position thtl,t rvould give a 

minimum drag a ring cowling was constructed, the zzngie of which 

could be adjusted on the ground through n range of 26 degrees, 

and which could be used with each of 3 fuselage nose shapes. 

The tests were conducted on an XF7G1 airpane. The high 

speed, climb, and cylinder temperatures were obtained in flight 

with 

nose 

the cowling set at various cngles 

shapes. 

with each of the fuselage 

This work was done at the Langley Menorinl Aeronautical 

Laboratory of the National Advisory Committee for aIeronautios. 

l-t is a continuation of the cowling nork reported in References 

2, 3, and 4. 
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Description and Method of Test. 

The airplane used in these tests was a 1Tav-y single-seat 

shipplane fighter (XF?C--I), the fuselage lines of which were 

modified as will be noted. It was powered with a Pratt and 

Whitney WaspI engine and is completely described in Reference 

4. A general view of the airplane with service fuselage (lo.1) 

is shown in Figure I, . 

The propeller (Navy Drawing No. 3792, g-foot) was set 20.5 

degrees at the 42 inch radius. Throughout each series of tests 

the airplane was touched.only for servicing and for changing 

the angle of the cowling. 

L The cowling was made in polygonal form of 9 individual 

airfoils of 17-l/4 inch chord and 13-inch span, one airfoil 
. 

placed over the center of each cylinder. T'he airfoil section 

used ~a8 one designed to meet the structural and locational 

requirements. The airfoils themselves mere constructed of 

l/16-inch sheet aluminum bent around wooden forming ribs, the 

inner p?.rts being cut nsay where they would normally interfere 

with the rocker boxes. To form a continuous ring cowling, the 

airfoils were faircd together with filler pieces which were also 

made of sheet aluminum. The entire cowling with its supports 

weighed only 36 pounds. 

The section and location of the conling with respect to 

the engine cre shown in Figure 2. Tha front mounting ring,. 

which was the point about which the airfoils pivoted, IYCLS 

supported by radial members fastened to the engine crankcase 
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cowling studs, The airfoils were supported at the rear by links 

which were adjustable in length nnd permitted angular motion of 

the airfoils about the front mounting ring. The adjusting links 

were secured to Srackets .extending frown the exhaust flange studs 

and were originally designed to allow the oorrling to be placed. 

at npsroxim>tely 2-dagree intervals from -4.7 to -18.8 degrees. 

For one fuselage this rcnge 'FEZS insufficient ,?;nd was increased 

from -4.7 to +6.4 degrees. The angles given are those formed 

by t'ne chord of the airfoil CL& the thrust line. They are 

negative when the diameter of the cowling at the lezding edge 

is spaller than zt the trailing edge. 

The fuselage lines ot the nose m<e modified FLS shown in 

. Figure 2. Front, three-quarter front, ?xd side views of the 

variable angle cowling set nt -4.7 degrees on the XF?C-1 air- + 
plane with service fuselage (no. 1) nre shon?l in Figures 3, 4, 

and 5. For oompnrison, Fi,guzes 6, 7, and 8 pare shown with the 

cowling fit -4.7 degreas on No, 2 fuselcge. Figure 9 is a-side 

view of the cowling set et -8.8 degrees on No. 3 fuselnge. 

The acaner 2nd amount by mMch the angle of the cowling could 

be changed May be seen from Figures 10, 11, and 12, which are 

front, three-quarter front, end side views of the coaling set 

at -18.8 degrees on MO. 2 fuselage a-nd Figure 13, which shows 

the cowling set at the other extreme, +6.4 degrees, on No. 1 

fusel.zge.' A better idec of thz Ho. 2 fuselCg8 nose s‘hape may 

be obtained from Figure 14. The vertical deflectors between 

the cylinders HCL~ be noticed znd were used with No. 2 rad No. 3 

fuselages. 
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readings of all flight test instruments were recorded 

automaticnlly. A recording altimeter and air-speed meter unit 

gave a continuous photographic record, while a motion picture 

camera gcve an intermittent record of the readings of several 

instruments mounted in an automctic observer. The instruments 

oonsisted of two pyrometers, two electrical resistance ther- 

mometers giving the temperature of the atnosDhere and of the 

thermocouple cold junctions, an indicating air-speed meter, 

and a tachometer. The pyrometers were connected successively 

with 18 thernooou@es located on the engine cylinder heads and 

barrels. 

Thti performance of the airplane in level flight and climb 

was determined with the cowling in various positions on Nos. 1, 

2, and 3 fuselages. The a.n,gular range covered on Nos. 2 and 3 

fuselages was fron -4.7 degrees to -18.8 degrees and the data 

obttiined showed that the maxim=1 speed of the airplane was 

obtained with the cowling angle within that range. On No. 1 

fuselage, however, the rouge was insufficient, so the adjust- 

ment was extended to 6.4 degrees. 'In general, the flight 

tests were conducted as follows: 

1. Level flights nere made at cbout 30 feet altitude 

over it neasurc-d course. Two full throttle runs were made with 

and against the wind, each time of transit being measured with 

a stop notch by the pilot. Since the variation of high speed 

with anguk-z change of cowling was eaccted to be small, all 

speed runs on any one fuselage except No. 1 between -4.7 degrees 
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z 
and +6.4 degrees, were mz.de on the same day under nearly iden- 

tical atmospheric conditions. 

2. Three full throttle 10 minute climbs at the air speed 

giving the best rate of cLimb nere made on both No. 2 and Elo. 

3 fuselages with the cowling in 3 positions, one being near that 

which gave the highest speed in level flight. The data were 

computed according to the Lesley Method given in Reference 5. 

3. On the same flight, Pnd after each climb, a E-minute 

full throttle level flight at 1500 feet was also made. This 

wzs more than ample time for engine and oil temperatures to 

become constr?nt. 

The air-speed measurement is estim.xted to be accurate 

within fl m.p.h. The error involved in making cylinder tem- 

perature measurements xas small, the instrument installation 

being similar to th;?t used in Reference 3. 

Results and Discussion . 

The results of this investigation are presented in Tables 

I and II and Figures 15 and 17. Table I shows the speed data 

obtained from the full throttle level flight tests. In Figure 

15, the high speeds obtained are plotted as ordinates with the 

angle of cowling to the thrust line as abscissas. An individual 

curve is shown for each of the 3 fuselages, The high speed of 

the airplane with each of the fuselage shapes and no outer 

cowling, known frox previous tests, is also indicated. It is 
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evident from these curves that there is a position or range of 

positions over which the cowling is most effective, and further 

inspection reveals that on each fuselage the cowling could be 

set at such Lo angle that no.increase in speed would be derived 

from its use. 

Becexse of its polygonal shape, the results of the variable 

angle cowling should not be compared directly with those of other 

types of ring cowlings which have been tested (Reference 4). T;le 

presence of 6li~stres.m twist, etc., makes it appear safe to say 

that cowlings should be of smooth annular shape for best results. 

The' outstanding features cca.n well be shown by the following 

chart, composed of data taken from tha curves: 

Fuselage No. 

High speed - cowling in 

best position, m.p.h. 

High speed - no outer 

cowling, m.p.h, 

Speed increase due to 

cowling, m.p.h. 

Angle of,cowlingq- best 

position. 

2 

Range of angles for speed 

wLthin 1 mile per hour 

of mcximm. 

Total angulcr range. 

1 - 

153.3 

143.7 

9.6 

-3.0 0 

0 to -6.5 

6.5 3.0 5.5 

2 3 

155.1 156.1 

146.3 149.0 

-5 to -3.0. -5 to -Lo.5 
. 
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This table shows: 

(1) The lecst gain pt".s obtained on the fuselage shape rhich 

gave the bsst uncoprlcd speed. 

(2) EIy rlodifying the fuse&go and adding the variable angle 

cowling, the high speed of the cirplane was increased 12.4 

miles per hour. 

(3) Depending on the fuselage &mpe, there was a range of 5 

degrees over which the maxim increase FO,S obtained. 

(4) The range of positions over Chic9 the increase in speed 

was within 1 laile per hour of nnximm m-as greatest on Ho. 1 

and least on No. 2 fuselage. No. 1 fuselage has the moothest 

and nest regular lines with MO. 3 next best, which shows that 

the zgular range over which there is a 

due to the use of coxling is detornlined 

fuselage. 

ncxirnm drr.g reduction 

by the shape of the 

Although not n part of the regular test, airflow studies 

in flight wele mde and the informtion obtained seem worthy 

of note. Silk strings, 4 inches in leilgth and raounted on 2- 

inch posts were attached to the upper portio;l of the fuselage 

and outcr confing in various plmes th.:t they night be ob- 

served during flight. Some were also tied to tho trailing 

edge of the outer comiing. The strings gnvc: evidence of the 

angle of the slipstrenn for any stec&f flight condition, md 

any slipping or skfdding of the airpl,me could be detected 

imediately by the chasge of thr: angle of the air stream as 

indicated by the strings. In level steady flight, and kegnrd- 
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less of the attitude of the cowling, the strings on the fuselage 

cowling mere fairly steady and pLarallel to the coyiling lines. 

Those attached to the trailing edge of the outer cowling and 

extending back over the slot aligned themselves pl?rallel to 

the fuselage. This suggests that there is a band of air of 

constant thickness emerging fro3 the slot and flowing parallel 

to the line of the fuselage. - 

There was also an opportunity to make a flight with the 

filler pieces removed from between the airfoils and with the 

cowling set at -10.8 degrees on the No. 2 fuselage. The 

strings gave evidence of a disturbed airflm. Those placed 

in the space between the airfoils were inclined outwards at 

about 20 degrees to the airfoil nnd.qere fairly steady but 

appeared to be in a fast stream of Esir. The strings on the 

trnil%ng edge and tips, though extending backward in the same 

general direction as they do on a normal ring cowling, rotated 

nnd whipped violently. The high speed with this cowling condi- 

tion was but 140 m.p.h. Thus it is seen that the flow with . 

this type of cowling is even worse than with no oov;ling at all. 

Xith no outer OOniing or with individ&%l airfoils over the 

. cylinder heads, it appears that there is a free flow of air 

between the cylinders, and the cylinders thtinselves set up a 

nake or region of disturbed air which would not exist Rith a 

streamline body having no projections on its surface. A 

continuous riq outer cowling can be used to limit the wake 

and prevent the divergence of air from the fuselage. We know 
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also that outer comling KEY be placed at such ~t32 angle that it 

directs the nir where it would nornr,lly go without conling, or 

into the body behind, in either case being ineffective. 

Figure 16 is included to show th o c-hange in visibility 

effeetcd by the use of the vnrinble a@e cowling set at -4.7 

degrees on tLe No. 1 (Service) fusel;lzge, zs coL:zp;?red with that 

when no outer cowling is used. 

The climb, or tire altitude curves are shown in Five 17. 

As little difference in cli:lb was Expected 3coc,use of the SLELil 

gain due to the cowling at climbing speeds, climbs were rmde 

with the covling in but three positions on No. 2 and No. 3 

fuselages. Hone were made on Eo. 1 fuselage. 

The cylinder hend and barrel temperatures at 18 points on 

the engine zre givon in Table IL. The -&at 9 points cre iden- 

tical points on each cylinder, and all temperatures presented 

cre the maximum obtcined during the cliriss and level flights. 

Difficulties experienced during the teats =a.de it irlpossible 

to obtain these date for No. 1 fuselage. The purpose of taking 

and including the tenpernture dntr? is to show that the cowling 

did not seriously impair the coolfng under zny condition. 

Conclus ,ions. 

The high speed of an XFIIC-1 airplane with rcdisl ni%- 

cooled er-qine cad polygonal ring cowling, xits increased ?>s 

much as 12.4 r!ilcs per hour, depending won the aqulnr 
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positionof the ring coaling and the shape of the fuselage nertr 

the nose. 

The range over which the gr?in in speed obtained was within 

1 nils per hour of mximm varied from 3.0 to 6.5 degrees, and 

tile angular position of the cowling which gave the maxinm speed 

varied fro3 -3 to -8 degrees, both depending upon the shape of 

the fuselage near the nose. 

On all of the fuselage shapes tested, and within the ,angu- 

lar adjustsent of 26 degrees, the cowling could be set at such a. 

position that no increase iii speed could be derived fron its use. 

When ring type comlings are to be used, careful considera- 

tion lzust be given to the shape of the body over which the air 

is to-be directed. 

It does not appear pronising to use a conliag composed of 

individual airfoils ovtir the cylinder heads. 

Langley Xenorinl Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Hational Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., October 14, 1930. 
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Angle of 
Outer 

Cowling 
to 

Thrust 
Line 

No Outer 
Cowling 

-18.8o 1850 141.3 

-14.8' 1885 146.0 

-10.8' 1910 150,6 

-8.8' 19x5 151.0 

-6.8' 1920 152.1 

-4.7O 1915 153.0 

-2.4' 1920 153.5 

+1.9O 1910 150.8 

+6.4' 1865 143.1 

Table I. 

Full Throttle r.p.n. and Air Speed for 
Various ak@es of Outer Cowling;. 

No. 1 Fuselage 

Weight - 3024 lb. 

lfaximm 
r.p.n. 

1860 

Average 
Xaxinun 

Speed 

143.7 

No. 2 Fuselage No. 3 Fuselage. 

Weight - 3076 lb. Weight- 2934 lb. 

LhXiIZUm 
r.p.m. 

1890 
. 

1900 

7,935 

1940 

1955 

1960 

1950 

--- 

Average Mafimm Average 
Maximu r.p.n. E3XbYXl 

Speed Speed 

146.3 

143.6 

148.0 

152.1 

152,8 

155.2 

153.5 

1880 149.0 

1880 145.4 

1900 149y4 

1925 155.4 

1930 156.0 

1935 156.4 

1925 155.0 

-- 

13 
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TaBle II. =i 
Cylinder Teqeratures ( F.) as Obtnined in Climb and c 

Level Flight with the Variable Angle Cowling. b 
k 

No. 2 Fuselage I No. 3 Fuselage 2 

Cov?ling gosition 

Atmos?herio teqeratura at 
ground at start of flight 

Location of TiierLoco~ple 

Eetwaen fins 5 and 6 above 
base front oi No. 1 cylinde: 

PetITeen fins 2 and 3 above 
bcs3 exhsut aide of MO. 1 
cylinder. 

Bstnesn fins 5 end 6 above 
base skust side of Fo. 1 
cylinder. 

Set-een fins 11 end 12 
above base exheust side 
of No. 1 oylinder. 

Bc-ar of bass of No. 1 
cylinder, below fine. 

Petween fins 5 end 6 above 
base rear of Bo. 1 
cylinder. 

Yaxim Toqera- lY 
tums during full t 
throttle climb t 
for 10 minutes. f 

-4.7c 

c 

48 

265 

255 

235 

310 

340 

386 

i 

9.8' 

53 

220 

230 

216 

280 

336 

300 

54 46 

215 220 

220 170 

220 150 

270 190 

si-0 300 

285 2'?5 
( 

~ 

'light for 15 nim- 
kes at about 1500 1 
‘eet 

,4.7( 

.titu 

.8.8° 

de 

t 

40 53 

210 160 

230 215 

190 180 

210 170 25C 

200 145 235 

265 210 306 

300 a90 

260 260 
mt. 01; T&e 15.) 

205 

295 

340 

300 

200 

275 

325 

275 

-10.8’ .18.8' 

61 94 62 61 94 

170 2cO 165 225 

260 295 250 225 

235 270 

290 

260 

335 

290 

310 

220 

316 

200 

295 

275 

280 255 

270 

245 

320 

330 

310 g 

1 
T- 1 

1 
j 
1 
ease 

-4.7O 

~axizom Teqera- E 
tures duringfull g 
throttle level p: 
flight for 16 rin- E 
ltes at ebout 1500 '$ 

a. 

T 

m 

.1O.i3o 

- 
3 . 

18.8' g 
cl 
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Atmsphoric teqerature at 
.fround at start of flight 

Location of Thermcouple 

Between flm 11 and I.2 above 
base rear of Ho. 1 c;;linder. 

Between fins 3 and 4 above 
front spark plug in ax- 
haust passage on No. 1 
cylinder. 

Xrzbodded mar rem s;tik 
plug 0n NO. 1 cylinder. 

Between fina 2 and 3 above 
spark plug 01; xm of 
No. .l cylinder. 

Sam position on Eo. 2 
cylinder. 

Sme ~0aition on No. 3 
cylinder. 

same position on x0. 4 
cylint!er . 

Sam position on No. 5 
cylinder. 

Sma position on No. 6 
cylinder. 

Sam3 position on No. 7 
cylinder. 

Sane position on No. 8 
cylinder, 

Sam position on X0. 9 
CJrliYXk. 

Table II. (Cont.) 

Cylinder Teqeratures (OF.) as Obtained in Climb and 
Level Flight with the Varisble Angle Cowling. 

48 
- 

- 

63 
- 

- - 

54 46 
- - 

290 3cil 380 335 

406 370 350 355 

435 

420 

425 

390 

355 

370 

395 

370 

360 340 525 325 

440 4&o 420 425 

360 366 566 346 

360 325 570 420 

316 276 306 356 

365 370 305 385 

450 430 416 395 

&5 420 405 310 

- 

48 

300 

420 

445 

G?O 

430 

470 

395 

430 

376 

445 

475 

490 

- 

53 
- 

315 

375 

64 48 

t 290 305 

365 360 

916 415 400 

376 305 395 

366 405 345 

435 450 420 

340 34C am 

3.x 325 430 

365 330 395 

420 415 4lo 

425 425 395 

426 440 350 

- 

61 
- 

280 

326 

346 

346 

360 

370 

4.5 

430 

c-45 

440 

460 

415 

- 

94 
- 

330 

350 

395 

415 

4.5 

440 

456 

440 

460 

466 

470 

430 

- 

62 
- 

425 

45E 

48c 

4& 

47c 

BC 

61 94 2 

Ff 
0” 0 w 

300 335 3 
;p” 
4 0 

360 395 
. 

E: cl 

450 440 

425 460 

415 4l5 

405 440 

435 445 

445 460 

455 4&o 

455 450 

460 SC 

440 435 

G 
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Fig.1 The Navy eingla-eeat ehipplane fighter XF7ff-1 used In the theta. 

Big.9 -Viea of oorling set at -S.8 degress on fueelage Ho.3 
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Fig.2 Vmiable angle coaling tin XF?C-I a~qlane. 
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Fige.lO,ll,la Viere of oowliag set at -18.8 d6g-m~~ on fueslags Ho .a. 
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Fig.15 Variation of high speed with angle of outer cowli-ilg of XFY’C-1 alrp1a.m. 
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Fig.17 Full throttle olii??bs with variable m&e oowling on XF73-1 airplane. 


